Mexican
president
creates new taco
supreme court.
(p. 3)
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MVL WEEKLY
Keeping you up to date on the here and now.
For breaking news, come to Lab Lunch at noon and be sure to watch our
live coverage from our headquarters in the Muddy at 4:30pm!
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IAP Edition

Todd didn’t wear
sunglasses when
entering the lab for the
first time, is now blind.
Politics 3

After taking the Boeing
767 class, Lynn hijacked a plane and flew
to Colorado.
Sport 6

Optimist
drowns in
half-full tub.
(p. 7)

Aaron Returns With Improved
Attitude Towards Thesis.
Aaron Johnson returned
to the Man-Vehicle
Laboratory after a week long
absense that he claims was
due to being kidnapped.
However, members of the
lab believe he was taking a
vacation from writing his
thesis. The only evidence of
his kidnapping is a ransom
note signed by „No Anna Or
Josh,” who members of the
lab deduced is an anagram
for ”Aaron Johnson.”

”Hello. MIT Campus Police? Help! There is a Coorespondence With
handsome man in my lab! ...Wait. Um, cancel Scarlett Johansson –
that. It’s just a mirror.”
Rejection.” ”He was so

depressed recently” said
Giuseppe, a notorious
rico-suave on the dance
The trial for Aaron’s kidnapping is to be held on Friday at
floor, ”whenever we went
Noon during lab lunch.
he would just
Whether kidnapped or just taking time for himself, clubbing,
order milk and stand in
one thing is for certain, Aaron now has a better attitude
center of the dance
towards not only his thesis, but life in general. ”I saw him the
floor.”
eat an after dinner mint before dinner!” said Brad, as he
(Cont. On page 2)
closed a folder on his computer entitled ”Personal
Aaron Johnson, Upon discovering his reflection.

IRG machines reveal intriguing statistics.

/p. 10

Ironically, dont want to interact with IRG members anymore.

Trial Scheduled for
Ransom Note
Kidnapper!
Cambridge.

Morris dances in
Motion Capture room,
thinks no one is
watching.
Arts 14

Ana finally updated the
lab display.
Unfortunately, it’s all
written in Spanish.
Economics 15

The trial to determine whether Tall
Chief is the Ransom Note Kidnapper
has been scheduled for this Friday at
noon (Location TBD). Honorable
Judge Justin (or ”JJ” for short) will
lead the trial. The respectful JJ,
whose skills including slap tick
comedy and yodeling, is scheduled to
run the trial. Tall Chief was found
guilty in a Salem-Witch-Trial fashion
when the group decided that whoever
said ”Not it!” last was, indeed, it.
Tall Chief didnt reply.
There is hope, however, for Tall
Chief. Tall Chief has acquired one of
the most successful attorneys the
MVL has ever had, Niek Beckers.
Niek Beckers is notorious for wearing
food as clothing and opening every
drawer everywhere. He once
convinced a judge that Sinterklass
was more magical than Santa Clause
using the argument ”there is a thin
like between Word and World.” He
then proceeded to hit a shoe-shaped
pinata, and candy came out.
”I heard he once convinced a judge
that a bruised apple was abused by a
tree!” screamed Alexandra, for no
reason. Seriously, she just shouted it
out unprovoked. We dont get it.
Alexandra will be a surprise witness
at today’s trial, but SHHH! dont tell
her!

Raquel got married!
Congratulations!
Entertainment 18

17.01.2014

Weather
Cloudy on Friday with showers on Saturday, but it
doesnt matter because there are no windows in the MVL.
It could be the apocolypse, and you would be late to it.

Local News
Aaron, now better
than ever
Allie, who has been
working on a campaign to change
the lab’s name to the WOManVehicle Lab, reported that Aaron’s
confidence increased so much that he
convinced the moonwalker’s
treadmill to stand up for itself and
not let people walk all over it.
”You have to remember,”
said resident robocop Forrest, ”that
last week Aaron was procrastinating
on his thesis by installing a light in
the freezer as well, and now, he is
walking through the ghetto areas of
Jamaica Plains holding up the

Campus Police? Help! There
is a handsome man in my lab!
... Wait. Um, cancel that. It’s
”Fool me once,
just a mirror.”
No one knows why
shame on me. Fool
Aaron was gone for so long, or
me twice, stop it! It’s
what happened during his
absence, but what is clear is
not funny! -_-”
that his new found energy is
contageous and is lifting the
spirits of all those in lab.
right-hand rule as a gangster sign.”
Here’s to Aaron!
Its amazing to see a person whose
Hip Hop Hooray! (x3)
personal motto last week was ”Never [didnt have enough space for
give up on your dreams... Keep
the other two hip hop hoorays,
sleeping. Keep snoozing” suddenly but I guess this explination is
have the confidence to call MIT
taking up more space than
Campus Police and say ”Hello. MIT that.]

Forrest, Allie, Brad, Pierre, Giuseppe, and Sam have all been staying over at
Ana’s new mansion in Ithica, NY. Rumor has it the mansion even has its own
taqueria!

Today 45° Tommorow 44°

Sherrie stuck in lab!
After hearing laughter coming from
the main lab (which was just a
recording placed there by Dava to
attract grad students), Sherrie
ventured out to the mess to converse
with peers. She was immediately
distracted by a shiny object that
caused her to experience spatial
disorientation. She has yet to find
her way out of the rubble. Many
have heard her pleas for help, but
none have been brave enough to
assist. Spoons were tossed at the
rubble in hopes that she may
Shawshank Redemption her way out.

Look at this Mess!

NEWS BITES!
Becky designs a
contraption to
catch the ransom
killer,
but she is waiting
the 3 weeks it
takes to 3D print
the part.

Dustin found his
calling in Rap.
Performing as
Dustin Kendrick
Lamar in Kresge
Theater before
graduating

Sam and Pierre
lost their google
glasses.
Start using Yahoo!
glasses because
Bing doesn’t have
two o's where the
lenses fit.

Torin creates new
website.
Used to illegally
download sport
games and
statistics. Called
uTORINt.com.

Eddie uses
disposable
cameras for his
research.
Many more
developments to
follow. Ha!

Farah has nothing
else to do.
Members have
spotted her taking
naps on the
centrifuge.

